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Originally published: New York: House of Little Books, c1947.
Step-by-step instructions to draw your own mandala designs by hand, using compass and ruler. Includes practice pages to complete and colour in.
Offers simple instructions for drawing all types of cats from playful kittens to lions and jaguars.
Just a few easy steps will show you how to draw 30 popular instruments. Artists will quickly learn how to skillfully sketch a piano, guitar, flute, violin, drums, maracas, and other
melody makers!
Step-by-step, black-and-white illustrations show kids how to transform lines, curves, and geometric shapes into such diverse breeds as the Clydesdale, Arabian, Pinto,
Lippizaner, Palamino, Hanoverian, Percheron, and Thoroughbred.
Simple drawing guide for kids show how to create 30 accurate images, including a grasshopper, monarch butterfly, tarantula, caterpillar, cicada, praying mantis, walking stick,
scorpion, carpenter ant, Japanese beetle, inchworm, centipede, termite, and other insects. Step-by-step lessons are accompanied by blank practice pages.
Well-crafted and class-tested, this guide by a noted instructor features more text than typical art instruction books. Ample illustrations accompany 30 detailed lessons that
particularly stress the depiction of the figure in action.
Developing artists of all ages can follow these step-by-step illustrations to create 31 realistic likenesses of the angelfish, clownfish, lobster, catfish, frog, Great White shark, and
other creatures.
With the help of this guide, children and other beginning artists will enjoy learning how to draw 30 different forms of transportation — most of them composed of simple shapes such as circles,
triangles, squares, and rectangles. Easy-to-follow, step-by-step illustrations show how to put these shapes together to form everything from a canoe, biplane, and antique locomotive to an
ocean liner, seaplane, and passenger car of a modern train. Fun to draw, these pictures will also help youngsters and budding artists understand the basics of shape, form, and dimension.
Blank practice pages are included.
Step-by-step illustrations show how to draw a variety of animals commonly found at an aquarium, including a penguin, clownfish, lobster, sea lion, and whale.
Present instructions for drawing a variety of humorous portraits.
Simple, easy-to-follow guide enables even young children to draw 28 dinosaurs in convincing detail: tyrannosaurus rex, dimetrodon, megalosaurus, triceratops, ankylosaurus, archaeopteryx,
and other prehistoric creatures. Easy lessons show the basic shapes of the torso, head, and tail, and demonstrate how to add legs and other key features.
With this simple drawing guide, children will learn lessons on how to use basic shapes to draw a lion, alligator, gorilla, coyote, ostrich, and 25 other animals. It's a fun, easy way to learn the
fundamentals of line, shape, and dimension while producing a gallery of drawings beginners will be proud to show friends and family. Blank practice pages are also included.
aProvides step-by-step instructions for drawing thirty different animals, including a parakeet, a mouse, a potbelly pig, and a hermit crab.
Escape to a fantasy world with these step-by-step instructions for drawing fifteen weird and wonderful creatures, including a dragon, wizard, unicorn, werewolf, fairy, and more. Completed
illustrations are included to color or trace. Plus, there are blank and perforated practice pages with decorative borders and color guides on the inside covers for inspiration. Specially designed
for experienced colorists, How to Draw Fantasy Figures and other Creative Haven® adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an
effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
Children fascinated by cars and trucks will love learning to draw the variety of vehicles outlined in this simple, easy-to-follow guide. Step-by-step diagrams incorporating circles, semicircles,
squares, rectangles and other common geometrical shapes help young artists design 28 different vehicles: fire engine, dump truck, bicycle, camper, submarine, helicopter, armored car, hot-air
balloon and other contemporary conveyances. These designs are not only fun to draw, they will help youngsters grasp the fundamentals of line, shape, form and dimension.
Sequences of shapes added together provide a step-by-step demonstration of how to draw all types of people doing a variety of activities.
Simple, step-by-step diagrams -- and blank practice pages -- make it easy for youngsters to sketch basic likenesses of fruit, fish, animals, and other fun subjects. 30 easy lessons.
This easy-to-follow guide makes it a snap for aspiring artists of all ages to draw everyone's favorite barnyard buddies. If you've never been able to create a likeness of an animal, you'll
welcome the book's effective step-by-step diagrams. Using circles, ovals, and other geometric shapes, the diagrams build appealing images of a turkey, duck, horse, cow, and 26 other farm
animals. Not only will you learn to make realistic drawings, you'll be on the way to mastering the basics of shape development and the fundamentals of form and dimension as well!
Four-in-one book compilation includes How to Draw Animals, How to Draw Dinosaurs, How to Draw Insects, and How to Draw Aquarium Animals. Simple step-by-step diagrams.
Presents an introduction to the basic principles and techniques of drawing, with instruction on depicting such subjects as flowers, trees, landscapes, buildings, animals, and people.
Offers an introduction to manga basics and provides step-by-step instructions for drawing a variety of manga characters, including heroes, villans, and supernatural animals.
Children ages 4 to 6 can create a menagerie of playful cartoon-style animals, from cuddly cats and bunnies to hippos, zebras, and bears. This simple, wordless guide features 30 four-step
lessons. Appropriate shapes appear in a headline, and color highlights indicate the addition of each new shape.
Step-by-step illustrations for drawing bears, foxes, birds, deer, bats, skunks, and other creatures that might inhabit a forest.
Offers step-by-step instructions for drawing a variety of human faces, including men, women, boys in baseball caps, and babies with curly hair.
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Offers step-by-step instructions for drawing more than twenty varieties of flowers, including jack-in-the-pulpit, iris, and bird of paradise.
Shows how to draw lions, tigers, leopards, as well as Persian, Siamese and other domestic cats
Offers step-by-step instructions for drawing various types of vehicles
It's easy to sketch accurate, character-filled likenesses of dogs, and this book will show you how to draw 30 different types of canines: hunting, working, sporting, hounds, terriers, and other kinds of dogs.
You'll discover how combining circles, ovals, rectangles, and other simple forms results in realistic depictions of a beagle, cocker spaniel, collie, Dalmatian, Old English sheepdog, golden retriever, and 24
other breeds. If you like, you can even create your own fantasy dogs by combining heads, bodies, tails, and legs from different breeds. Each of the step-by-step guides includes a blank practice page as well
as a short description of the breed. The finished drawings are great for coloring, too.
Young decorators can practice their craft with this doodle book of trendy room-design ideas. More than 60 drawings offer empty rooms and materials for decorating, plus inspiring model rooms.
This spooktacular guide features 30 easy-to-follow, step-by-step illustrations that show how to draw Halloween's most popular sights -- ghosts, goblins, skeletons, witches, pumpkins, and other images. Each
lesson includes a blank practice page.
Using simple shapes, beginning artists can draw pictures using the examples in this book.

Anyone can get in the game with this step-by-step guide to drawing action-packed sports scenes. Thirty simple lessons cover baseball, football, tennis, diving, skateboarding, surfing, and
more. Includes blank practice pages.
This entertaining guide shows youngsters how to draw rib-tickling portraits of ogres, fiends, and other fanciful characters. Step-by-step diagrams and blank practice pages help them create a
one-eyed centipede; a hairy, fanged monster with duck feet and horns; a scowling, four-legged fright that's literally all head; and 27 other comical creatures.
Provides visual instructions for drawing a variety of birds, including a cardinal, penguin, toucan, owl, and ostrich.
Describes the factors involved in sketching the human form in various positions
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